We provide a SECURE home for digitalization.
maincubes, founded in 2012 and headquartered in Frankfurt am Main, is a German company and part of
the medium-sized Zech Group, Bremen. maincubes provides its customers with a network of highavailability data centers of different sizes and features that enables colocation in conjunction with secure
eco-systems for the digital future of companies in
various industries. Customers and partners of
maincubes

can

connect

worldwide

via

the

secureexchange platform and use the platform
participants’ cybersecurity, IoT, connectivity and
cloud

services

to

expand

their

business

opportunities. maincubes services are secure,
efficient and user-friendly.
On the basis of our secureexchange and
especially in combination with the broad range of
services offered by the platform participants,
secure marketplaces (eco-systems) for the
Internet of Things in different markets are
created. Our current focus is on the following
strategic business initiatives: SECURE MOBILITY,
SMART FACTORY, SMART CITY.
Security in a comprehensive sense is our highest
quality criterion. All colocation data verifiably
remains in Europe. maincubes is ISO27001-certified.
By implementing the Best Practices of the new
Industry Standard ZeroOutage, 100

%

SLA

availability becomes possible: colocation with the
Plus of Security.
At the moment, maincubes operates carrier-neutral data centers in Frankfurt am Main and Amsterdam
with a total capacity of about 11 MW on an IT area of about 9,000 sqm, on which a total of 19 carriers connect
and offer access to important internet exchange nodes and cloud connects.
maincubes is an active member of Zero Outage, TeleTrust, Allianz für Cybersicherheit (Alliance for
Cybersecurity), MindSphere World, Bitkom, and more.
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